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Dear Members of Shared Built Heritage

Colleagues and Friends

In this critical period in which we find ourselves, there have been many requests for 
information and we have been committed to giving timely responses to the messages 
reaching us. We have also been committed to fulfilling the work program we have set 
to ourselves within this new board, starting from January 2021.

As a first priority, we had the important task of reformulating our “Statutes” which, in 
accordance with the recommendations of ICOMOS International, are now called 
“By-Laws” and follow parameters indicated to us by the competent bodies. Hence, we 
prepared a first version of the new By-Laws which was submitted to the consideration 
of the expert-voting members of our scientific group. We take this opportunity to thank 
all those who contributed with their ideas so that these By-Laws would meet the various 
sensitivities of the group.

In compliance with the recommendations of ICOMOS International, the suggestions 
of our members were incorporated. Subsequently, the By-laws proposal was sent to 
ICLAFI, having deserved its acceptance in this phase.

Therefore, along with this third newsletter, I am including the version proposed by 
us for your information. We are still awaiting the final approval of the Board of 
ICOMOS International.

In this issue we also report on the work carried out by the working groups. 

Due to external requests by ICOMOS International to address the theme of Climate 
Change, we created a new working group with such designation, which is coordinated 
by our colleague Dr. Ling Niu, who helped us in the preparation of several proposals 
described in this number. 

It is my pleasure to note that our scientific group is growing, that we have more members, 
and above all that we are ensuring the participation of young professionals, which is 
good news. This group of young professionals is very dynamic, it has already gathered and 
chosen a coordinator, Mariana Pereira, who will represent the SBH at the EPs' international 
meetings within ICOMOS.

We are, therefore, embarking on a journey, sharing our heritage, and I hope all of 
you, within your availability and expertise, will contribute to this.

We will take a short break in August and will return in September full of ideas and 
plans to materialize.

Stay tuned and, in the meantime, I wish you all a good summer!

Yours

Maria José de Freitas

President

ICOMOS International Scientific Committee on Shared Built Heritage

WG1- DISCUSSION ON SBH

The first activity of this working group aims to know
about our ICS production during its life. We will integrate
this activity with the SBH position inside the ICOMOS’
official documents.
In order to implement this activity, we are launching a
webinar next autumn.
Save the date: 19 November 2021 – 2:00PM GMT.
Coordinators: Maria José FREITAS / Romeo CARABELLI
Members: Kian Boon TIONG, Gwynn JENKINS, Soehardi
HARTONO, Vanicka ARORA, Nikolay LAVRENTYEV, Yuan
DING, Ying XU, Fernando COBOS, Claúdia MONTERO,
Hae Un RII, Samson FABOYE

For more information, Click here

WG2- MEMBERS BOOK

During these months, we collected various types of
memberbook design, and updated the membership list
and the WG list.

After summer, we will start to contact each person for
the information and photo to put on the book, and this
work will be together finished by all the members in
WG2.

We hope in this year we can have our first version of
memberbook, which can help us know each other
more.

Coordinator: Yuan DING
Members: Salain PUTU RUMAWAN, Soehardi
HARTONO, Hisham MORTADA, Maria José FREITAS,
Ying XU, Claúdia Isabelle MONTERO

For more information, Click here

WG3- STUDY TOURS

In view of the travel restriction due to the covid-19 pandemic
around the globe, 2021 will not be a good year for us to arrange
for our study tour. However, this will mean we will have more
time for the preparation of the study tour in 2022. Further to the
discussion with members, our aim is on “Awareness Raising in
Safeguarding the SBH in Thailand”. It is planned in 2 stages:
Symposium in Dec 2021/March 2022, and 7D study tour in
thailand in 2022 (sept/Ot 2022) together with mini-workshop and
exhibition.

Coordinators: Ai Tee GOH / Romeo CARABELLI

Members: Kian Boon TIONG, Peeraya BOONPRASONG, Salain
PUTU RUMAWAN, Siegfried ENDERS

For more information, Click here

WG4- VIRTUAL TOURS

With the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020-21, the speed move towards
providing information via apps has increased tremendously. The
Bangkok European Heritage Map 2016 is a very good initiative to
present the SBH in Thailand. A sustainable solution is required
in maintaining this initiative. We hope members who are
interested to work and explore the interactive online database
system will show their interest to the Working Group
coordinator. We may have the pilot project under the working
group for upcoming Thailand Study Tour 2022.

Coordinator: Ai Tee GOH

Members: Kamalika BOSE, Nikolay LAVRENTYEV, Romeo
CARABELLI, Yuan DING, Shabing WU

For more information, Click here

WG5- HERITAGE AT RISK

Many heritage sites are in danger due to abandonment,
climate change, war, aggressive tourism, conditions
aggravated by unprecedented situations such as the
pandemic that we are now experiencing.

In our countries we have already been through this and
we have already been faced with situations that
embarrass and impel us to act, in SBH we also want to
give voice to this discontent and impel a joint reflection
from the experience of each one of us in order to
contribute more actively to safeguard shared heritage.

ICCROM, IUCN, ICOMOS and the UNESCO World Heritage Centre
are collaborating together to produce the upcoming Guidance for
World Heritage Impact Assessment. We are currently working on
finalizing the document and improving the diagrams and tools
based on the last round of feedback received. We are planning to
release the guidance in the third quarter of 2021.

WG7- BY-LAWS

The International Scientific Committee on Shared Built Heritage is established in accordance with the
ICOMOS Statutes adopted at the 19th General Assembly in Delhi, in December 2017; the Ethical
Principles adopted in Florence, November 2014; the Rules of Procedure of the International Council on
Monuments and Sites adopted pursuant to the ICOMOS Statutes; the Eger Xi’an Principles 2008; the
Malta Guidelines for ISCs 2009; and the Dubrovnik Valetta Principles 2010.

Following the ICOMOS requirements, the ISCSBH By-Laws were revised. The board has made efforts
preparing a new version, and the voting members from each country helped with the revision work. The
revised By-Laws were sent to ICLAFI, having deserved its acceptance in this phase.

Coordinators: Maria José FREITAS, Romeo CARABELLI.

Members: GOH Ai Tee, BOONPRASONG Peeraya, BOSE Kamalika, MORTADA Hisham,
REJANTE-MANAHAN Liliane, LAVRENTYEV Nikolay, Romeo CARABELLI, Yuan DING, Hae Un RII,
Siegfried ENDERS, JACKSON- STEPOWSKI Susan , LACONTE Pierre, WARD John , BÖÖK Netta ,
CHEBRI Aboulkacem, GOES Benedict R. , FABOYE Samson , TOMASZEK Tomasz , ALMAGRO VIDAL
Ana, LANGENBERG Silke , UCAR Meltem.

For more information, Click here

Coordinator: Maria José FREITAS

Members: Salain PUTU RUMAWAN, Kamalika BOSE,
Vanicka ARORA, Liliane REJANTE-MANAHAN, Nikolay
LAVRENTYEV, Hae Un RII, Javier RIVERA BLANCO,
Netta BÖÖK, Risto PITKÄNEN

For more information, Click here

WG6- WEBSITE/OTHER PUBLICATIONS

We are still awaiting information from the ICOMOS Secretariat to
update our website. Meanwhile we have already established a
page on LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/company/icomos-isc-sbh

Members in this WG will be responsible for writing, posting or
re-posting articles on the website. In the future, we will also
explore to establish a digital archive, and to have other
publications.

Coordinator: Yuan DING, Romeo CARABELLI
Members: Ai Tee GOH, Hisham MORTADA, Ying XU.

In what refers to publications we suggest accessing this relevant
information retrieved from ICOMOS e-news:

Coming soon - The Guidance and Toolkit for Impact Assessment
in a World Heritage Context

WG8- ACTIVITIES & EVENTS

We gather information about events in which we
participated, mostly online, on issues related to cultural
heritage.

We are also giving information about some still to happen.

We hope that this sharing can contribute so that other
members can also participate by making known seminars
or relevant events within the scope of our scientific group's
work. We want to disseminate information to obtain greater
participation and awareness raising.

Coordinator: Yuan DING
Members: Maria José FREITAS, Ying XU

Malaysia
Conference by Ar. Dr. Goh Ai Tee, 2021-04-25

For more information, Click here

WG9- CLIMATE CHANGE

ICOMOS ISCSBH Focus Point on Climate Change Reboot: as integral part of ICOMOS Action Plan
implementation for 2021-2024, ISCSBH proposes a seminar series on “Preservation of Shared Built
Heritage in Delta River Cities & Climate Change Mitigations”, with an upcoming webinar event this
autumn-winter on “Shared Built Heritage in danger: climate change and delta river Heritage” with
examples of Pearl River Delta including Macao, Canton & Hong Kong and other world delta river cities.

Our commitment will continue in 2022 and 2023, hopefully the global situation will permit us to
organize on-site visits in one key delta-region such as in Macao and further round-table discussions in
Thailand and in Sydney.

We actively suggest all contributions and participations from our members.

Coordinator: Ning LIU
Members: Maria José FREITAS, Ying XU, Yuan DING,

For more information, Click here.

WG10- EMERGING PROFESSIONALS

During the welcome meeting organized for the new
Emerging Professionals for ICOMOS ISCSBH, three
guiding frames were identified for the group:
information sharing and career building; organizing
events and keeping updated on initiatives; and
strengthening a network of SBH experts and
institutions. To connect with the broader ICOMOS
network, the SBH EP representative to ICOMOS EPWG
was nominated. The next EP meeting will be held in
September.

Coordinator: Mariana PEREIRA
Members: Feriel Baya ALLAL, Rania MECHICHE,
Shabing WU, Ying XU, Samson FABOYE, Nikolay
LAVRENTYEV, Yasmine BELLOUCH and Claudia
MONTERO.

For more information, Click here.





Country title Ms/Mr Surname Name e-mail Type Category Tel
1 Algeria Dr. Ms. ALLAL Friel Baya allalferielbaya@hotmail.com associated EP +213797250147
2 Algeria Ms. MECHICHE Rania Ranini53@gmail.com associated EP +213541552400
3 Australia Ms. DANIS Kerime kerimed@cityplan.com.au expert +61 414 421 035
4 Australia Ms. JACKSON- STEPOWSKI Susan stepowsk@tpg.com.au expert voting +61(0)407 979 897
5 Australia Mr. McDONALD Garry garrymcdonald@gbaheritage.com expert  +610431124235
6 Belgium Dr. Mr. LACONTE Pierre pierre.laconte@ffue.org expert voting +32 479 33 13 46
7 Canada Ms. DALIBARD Rina rinadalibard@gmail.com expert +1-613-799-7544
8 Canada Ms. SHEMDIN Gouhar gshemdin@yahoo.ca expert 1 613 850-6286
9 Canada Mr. WARD John jw418218@gmail.com expert voting 1-613-501-4181


10 China Mr. CHAN Chak Seng (Stephen) stevc88@gmail.com expert (853) 66891023
11 China Prof.Dr. Mr. DING Yuan dingyuanwuhan@hotmail.com expert voting +86 13554539270
12 China Prof.Dr. Mr. JIA Yanfei yanfeijia@hotmail.com, expert +86 13419603369
13 China Dr. Mr. LI Xin lixin5460@126.com expert +86 13817741380
14 China Mr. LOO Wallace wallace_ybloo@yahoo.com expert +852 61626820
15 China Prof.Dr. Ms. MEI Qing mei@tongji.edu.cn expert 86-13764600910
16 China Ms. Wu Shabing 263586304@qq.com expert EP +86 18672368108
17 China Dr. Ms. XU Ying xuying027@qq.com expert EP +86-13307193690
19 Finland Ms. BÖÖK Netta netta.book@aalto.fi expert voting +358 50 366 4634
20 Finland Mr. PITKÄNEN Risto risto.pitkanen@helsinki.fi associated +358 451532392
21 France Prof.Dr. Mr. CARABELLI Romeo carabelli@univ-tours.fr expert voting +33 679237904
18 France Dr. Ms. LIU Ning n.liu@building-for-climate.fr expert new +33 6 09 01 13 18
22 Germany Dr. Mr. ECHTER Claus-Peter cpechter@web.de,cpechter@gmx.de expert +49 173 3827 829
23 Germany Prof.Dr. Mr. ENDERS Siegfried RCT rct.enders@t-online.de expert voting +49 176 7877 3227
24 Germany Dr. Ms. FRIEDRICH Waltraud Dr.Waltraud.Friedrich@web.de expert +49 1714609509
25 Germany Dr. Ms. HORN Gabriele gabriele_horn@yahoo.de expert
26 Germany Prof. Dr. Mr. JANSEN Michael  jansen110@hotmail.com expert +49 15114042507
27 Germany Mr. MALISIUS Ulrich ulimalisius@hotmail.com associated +49 15776639976
28 Germany Ms. SPELSBERG Irmela irmela.spelsberg@gmx.de expert +49-015156049598
29 India Ms. ARORA Vanicka v.arora@westernsydney.edu.au associated +91 9810127766
30 India Mr. BAWA Anand Singh anandsinghbawa@yahoo.com expert +91 98 102 00262
31 India Ms. BOSE Kamalika kamalikabose@gmail.com expert voting +91 8238527281
32 India Ms. TIPNIS Aishwarya Uday aishwarya.tipnis@gmail.com expert +91 9873926003
33 Indonesia Mr. HARTONO Soehardi soehardihartono@yahoo.com expert +62 8116300653
34 Indonesia Prof. Mr. RUMAWAN Salain rumawansalain@yahoo.com associated +62 81 1397974
35 Korea (R.of) Prof. Dr. Ms. RII Hae Un rii5112@hanmail.net expert voting +82 10 9240 5112
36 Malaysia Dr. Ms. GOH Ai Tee atgoharchitect@gmail.com expert voting +60 173855925
37 Malaysia Dr. Ms. JENKINS Gwynn dr.gwynn@gmail.com expert +60 12 559 8621
38 Malaysia Mr. TIONG Kian Boon kbtiong@gmail.com expert +6012 6811205
39 Morocco Mr. CHEBRI Aboulkacem marocarcheo@yahoo.fr expert voting +212 661 21 40 38
40 Morocco Prof. Dr. Mr. EL HARROUNI Khalid kelharrouni@gmail.com expert +212 661 21 40 38
41 Netherlands Ms. de HAAN Esther Jael esther.dehaan@erfgoednoordholland.nl expert +31 650635748
42 Netherlands Dr. Mr. DOORTMONT Michel R. m.r.doortmont@asc.leidenuniv.nl expert +31 50 3130668
43 Netherlands Mr. GOES Benedict R. goes.heritage@gmail.com expert voting +31-6.222.59.636
44 Netherlands Dhr. dr. Mr. PARTHESIUS Robert r.parthesius@heritage-activities.nl expert +971 56 338 7409
45 Nigeria Mr. FABOYE Samson sfaboye@gmail.com associated voting/EP +2347062395714
46 Philippines Ms. MONTERO Claudia Isabelle claudia.montero@link.cuhk.edu.hk expert new/EP +852 6937 6030
47 Philippines Ms. REJANTE-MANAHAN Liliane trm.patina@gmail.com expert voting +63(02)84261352
48 Poland Prof. Mr. TOMASZEK Tomasz ttomasz@prz.edu.pl expert voting +48-662805541
49 Portugal Mr. BOMFIM Christiano Domingos christianobomfim@gmail.com expert new +351 917 777 423
50 Portugal Prof. Dr. Mr. PÓVOAS Rui rpovoas@arq.up.pt expert +351 965 529 386
51 Portugal Ar. Ms. FREITAS Maria José mjf@aetecnet.com expert voting 51919893999
52 Portugal Prof. Dr. Mr. DURAO Luis Antoio luisantoniodurao@gmail.com expert +35 967655656
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53 Portugal Miss PEREIRA Mariana mariana_pereira@msn.com expert new/EP +351 228300443
54 Russia Mr. LAVRENTYEV Nikolay forestiercorps@gmail.com expert voting/EP +79602584951
55 Saudi Arabia Prof. Dr. Mr. MORTADA  Hisham hmortada@kau.edu.sa expert voting +966 505610257
56 Spain Dr. Ms. VIDAL Ana ana.almagro@gmail.com expert voting +34 667814159
57 Spain Prof.Dr. Mr. COBOS Fernando fernandocobosestudio@gmail.com expert + 34 669810967
58 Spain Prof. Mr. RIVERA BLANCO Javier javier.rivera@uah.es expert +34 617 81 78 98
59 Switzerland Prof.Dr. Ms. LANGENBERG Silke langenberg@arch.ethz.ch associated voting +41 78 622 65 77
60 Thailand Dr. Ms. BOONPRASONG Peeraya b_peeraya@hotmail.com expert voting +66(0)89-245-9429
61 Turkey  Prof. Dr. Ms. UCAR Meltem mucar@mersin.edu.tr expert voting +90 533 7246542
62 USA Prof. Mr. REAP James K jreap@uga.edu expert voting +1-706-308-0830


BLUE=New member
GREEN=EP member (age under 35)LEGEND







  Name ICOMOS Email Address WG1 WG2 WG3 WG4 WG5 WG6 WG7 WG8 WG9 WG10 


1 Friel Baya ALLAL Algeria allalferielbaya@hotmail.com                   X 


2 Rania MECHICHE Algeria Ranini53@gmail.com                   X 


3 JACKSON- STEPOWSKI Susan  Australia stepowsk@tpg.com.au             X       


4 LACONTE Pierre Belgium pierre.laconte@ffue.org             X       


5 WARD John  Canada jw418218@gmail.com             X       


6 Yuan DING China dingyuanwuhan@hotmail.com X X   X   X X X     


7 Ying XU China xuying027@qq.com X X       X   X   X 


8 WU Shabing China 263586304@qq.com       X           X 


9 BÖÖK Netta  Finland netta.book@aalto.fi         X   X       


10 Risto PITKÄNEN Finland risto.pitkanen@helsinki.fi         X           


11 Romeo CARABELLI France carabelli@univ-tours.fr X   X X     X       


12 Ning LIU France n.liu@building-for-climate.fr                 X   


13 Siegfried ENDERS Germany rct.enders@t-online.de     X       X       


14 BOSE Kamalika India kamalikabose@gmail.com       X X   X       


15 ARORA Vanicka India v.arora@westernsydney.edu.au X       X           


16 PUTU RUMAWAN Salain Indonesia rumawansalain@yahoo.com   X X   X           


17 HARTONO Soehardi Indonesia soehardihartono@yahoo.com X X                 


18 Hae Un RII Korea rii5112@hanmail.net X       X   X       


19 Ar Dr GOH Ai Tee Malaysia atgoharchitect@gmail.com     X X   X X       


20 Ar TIONG Kian Boon Malaysia kbtiong@gmail.com X   X               


21 Dr Gwynn JENKINS Malaysia dr.gwynn@gmail.com X                   


22 CHEBRI Aboulkacem Morocco marocarcheo@yahoo.fr             X       


23 GOES Benedict R.  Netherlands goes.heritage@gmail.com             X       


24 FABOYE Samson  Nigeria sfaboye@gmail.com X       X   X     X 


25 Claúdia Isabelle MONTERO Philippines claudia.montero@link.cuhk.edu.hk X X               X 


26 REJANTE-MANAHAN Liliane Phillipines trm.patina@gmail.com         X   X       


27 TOMASZEK Tomasz  Poland ttomasz@prz.edu.pl             X       


28 Maria José FREITAS Portugal mjf@aetecnet.com X X     X   X X X   


29 Mariana PEREIRA  Portugal mariana_pereira@msn.com                   X 


30 LAVRENTYEV Nikolay Rusia forestiercorps@gmail.com X     X X   X       


31 Prof Dr MORTADA Hisham Saudi Arabia hmortada@kau.edu.sa   X       X X       


32 Fernando COBOS Spain fernandocobosestudio@gmail.com X                   


33 Javier RIVERA BLANCO Spain javier.rivera@uah.es         X           


34 ALMAGRO VIDAL Ana Spain ana.almagro@gmail.com             X       


35 LANGENBERG Silke  Switzerland langenberg@arch.ethz.ch             X       


36 BOONPRASONG Peeraya Thailand b_peeraya@hotmail.com     X       X       


37 UCAR Meltem  Turkey mucar@mersin.edu.tr             X       


38 REAP James K USA jreap@uga.edu                     
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WG 3 – STUDY TOUR 


 
In view of the travel restriction due to the covid-19 pandemic around the globe, 2021 will not be a good 
year for us to arrange for our study tour. However, this will mean we will have more time for the 
preparation of study tour in year 2022. Further to the discussion with members, our aim is on 
“Awareness Raising in Safeguarding the SBH in Thailand”. It is planned in 2 stages as listed below. 
 
Stage 1: Symposium (Forum in Webinar) in Dec 2021/ March 2022 
Potential Partners:  


1. ICOMOS Thailand/ ICOMOS ISCSBH 
2. Silpakorn University 
3. Chulalongkorn University 
4. UMR 7324 - CITERES, MSH Val de Loire 


 
The symposium aims to provide overall knowledge and current status of Preservation, Conservation 
and Management Plan of SBH in Thailand. The discussion frameworks: 


1. The meaning of SBH in Thailand  
2. The 'Values' in conserving these heritage buildings in Thailand 
3. The Best Practices and Guidelines that can be shared and adopted at local level 
4. Any good examples on adaptive reuse on SBH in Thailand 
5. Management Plan on safeguarding the SBH in Thailand 


 
Experts on SBH in Thailand include but not limited to 
Chulalongkorn University: 


1. Assistant Prof Dr Phirasri Phowathong (The introduction of SBH in Thailand and the Architects)  
2. Assistant Prof Dr. Chomchon Fusinpaiboon (Modernization of Building) 


 
Silpakorn University: 


1. Prof Somchart Chungsiriarak (The Western Architecture in Thailand - SBH)    
2. Asst Prof Dr. Peeraya Boonprasong  
3. Asst Prof. Dr. Krisana Honguten (The architectural work of the German architect Karl Döhring 


in Thailand) 
 
ICOMOS Thailand: 
Overview of the Acts, Guidelines, Preservation, Conservation and Management Plans in Thailand 
 
NGOs: 


1. Luc Citrinot (Historical Heritage in ASEAN - exceptional urban European Heritage and Shared 
Built Heritage in Thailand) 







 
Stage 2: 7D Study Tour in Thailand in 2022 (Sept-Oct 2022) + Mini-workshops + Exhibitions  
Potential Partners:  


1. ICOMOS Thailand/ ICOMOS ISCSBH 
2. Silpakorn University 
3. Chulalongkorn University 
4. EUNIC Thailand (European Union National Institutes for Culture in Thailand) 
5. Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT) 
6. Planning and Construction Department, Bangkok 
7. European Embassies 


 
It will be good if the awareness raising can revive the Bangkok European Heritage Map apps. It will be 
good for members who join the trip to experience, review if the apps is user-friendly during our trip. The 
AGA 2022 is proposed to be held at Udon Thani (8 hrs drive from Bangkok), and it is to avoid Nov 2022 
due to other event - Indo-Pacific Prehistory Association (IPPA) Chiangmai 6-12 Nov 2022. Thus, to 
reduce the travel expenses (transport and accommodation) cause normally the physical trips are self-
funded by participants or privately funded under the participants own resources.  
 
Selection criteria for SBH buildings to visit: 
1. Best Practice: planning, craftsmanship, use and maintenance 
2. Heritage at Risk: neglected, damaged and demolished objects 
3. Co-operation: building involved stakeholders, owners, architects, craftsmen, researchers 
 
We try to limit the total number of participants (ISCSBH members) within 20 pax so it is easier to control 
in terms of logistics (accommodation, transport, schedules, F&B) and communication. Call for 
participants for study tour in Thailand shall be in early 2022.  
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WG 4 – Virtual Tour 


 
 


“Bangkok European Heritage Map” 


With the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020-21, the speed move towards providing information via apps has 


increased tremendously. The Bangkok European Heritage Map 2016 is a very good initiative to present 


the SBH in Thailand. A sustainable solution is required in maintaining this initiative.  


 


ISCSBH hope ICOMOS Thailand can consider suggesting to Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT) to work 


with EUNIC Thailand (European Union National Institutes for Culture in Thailand) on how to ensure 


the sustainability of the initiative (Bangkok European Heritage Map apps”. This may include a target 


for re-launching the “Bangkok European Heritage Map 2022”.  


 


We hope member who are interested to work and explore the interactive online database system to 


show their interest to the Working Group coordinator. We may have the pilot project under the 


working group for upcoming Thailand Study Tour 2022.  
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MACAU'S HERITAGE IN DANGER 


 


Macau is a city in Southeast Asia where the Portuguese arrived in the 16th Century. 


Since then, since then a curious mix between the west and the east gave way to a mixed culture 


with an impact on architecture and urbanism, still visible today. 


 


From 2005 onwards, when the Historic Centre of Macau was inscribed on the UNESCO World 


Heritage List, its people have gained a new confidence and a new sense of ownership. They now 


defend that which is theirs; which they inherited from their forebears and want to pass on to 


future generations, as recognition of a different identity. 


Currently, the city's historic center is under great pressure due to ongoing developments that 


have affected various heritage areas, making it unfeasible to view and consequently losing the 


attributes that led to its classification. 


 


Two cases in particular are deserving the attention and surveillance of the population and have 


already been the object of several complaints addressed to the UNESCO World Heritage Center, 


having been the object of recommendations by this entity and also by ICOMOS. 


 


The following cases are in this situation: 


 


1- Guia Lighthouse that rises over Guia Hill 


The set that integrates the Guia Lighthouse is made up of the Guia Fort and Nossa Senhora da 


Guia Chapel, included in the UNESCO classified list and dates from the 19th century, being the 


first lighthouse with western characteristics to be built in Asia. 


 







Due to the existing urban pressure, it is being affected by the construction of buildings with 


high elevations in the surrounding area that prevent it from being seen at certain angles -the 


Light house is at level 90m, the surrounding buildings are 90m high - , the surrounding buildings 


are 90m high, the lighthouse cannot be seen to the south and west and loses its universal 


values. 


 


Despite the situation being denounced since 2007, successive mistakes have been made, a 


second building was built, and a third building is planned. 


The situation will become worse in the future, as new buildings, which will be built on landfills 


outside the buffer area, with 118m high, will affect the directional angles of approach to 


Macau, and in a deeper way the visualization of the Lighthouse. 


 


 
 







 
 


 


A judicious Heritage Impact Assessment must be carried out in order to minimize the oncoming 


harmful effects. 


The population and local academics are attentive and, recently, the situation was assessed by 


UNESCO at its 44th Assembly in Fuzhou and more recommendations were made to the 


authorities. 


 


2- Penha Hill and Penha Chapel 


The situation is quite similar: the Penha Chapel is located on top of the Penha Hill at the level of 


62,7m. 


The Government wants to build new administrative buildings in the reclamation landfill Zone C 


with 62,7m high. 


Once again, the situation will affect the integrity of the Chapel and the city's skyline, which is 


very beautiful seen from the river, and the multicultural character of the city is noticeable, 


which led to its inclusion in the list of universal goods. 


Macau is a historic city, and the traces of its past should not be hidden by new buildings whose 


scale is profoundly harmful for the maintenance of its unique characteristics. 


 







 
 


The population is against the aforementioned situations, especially now that the new master 


plan is being prepared and the plan for safeguarding and managing the historic center as well. 


It remains to be seen whether the pressure exerted by the population, UNESCO and ICOMOS 


will be enough for the heritage to be preserved. The city of Macau deserves it. 
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By-Laws for ISCSBH 


(The ICOMOS International Scientific Committee on Shared Built Heritage) 


 


1  Establishment 


 


The International Scientific Committee on Shared Built Heritage (hereinafter 


referred to as “the Committee” or “ISCSBH”) is established in accordance with 


current ICOMOS statutes, procedures, principles, and guidelines related to ISCs 


including:  


• the ICOMOS Statutes adopted at the 19
th General Assembly in Delhi, in 


December 2017;  


• the ICOMOS Rules of Procedure for the General Assembly as amended 


at the AGA 2019, Marrakech;  


• the Ethical Principles adopted in Florence, November 2014;  


• the Dubrovnik Valetta Principles 2010;  


• the Malta Guidelines for ISCs 2009 and  


• the Eger Xi’an Principles 2008.  


These By-Laws are consistent in their definitions, aims, activities and actions with 


those of ICOMOS as expressed in Articles 3 and 4 of the ICOMOS Statutes.  


 


2.  Aims  


 


The ICOMOS International Scientific Committee on Shared Built Heritage 


(ISCSBH) researches and promotes the understanding, protection, conservation, 


and management of historical urban and rural legacies, resulting from multi-


cultural and mutual influences. 


 


3.  Functions  


 


3.1   The Committee shall:  


a) Provide a platform for exchange of ideas and dissemination of 


information on Shared Built Heritage.  


b) Provide technical advice on Shared Built Heritage.  


c) Prepare or study doctrinal texts when appropriate and inform the 


International Secretariat where a text is being prepared.  


d) Propose, approve, and implement each Triennial Work Plan, under 


By-law 6(8)(h).  
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e) Form sub-committees, task forces and/or working groups whenever 


necessary to perform certain tasks, which will enable ISCSBH to fulfil 


its objectives.  


f) Try as far as reasonably possible to make technological provision for 


members to participate remotely in proceedings where it is not 


possible for them to attend in person.  


3.2   The Committee may:  


a) Prepare and submit nominations for Honorary Membership prior to a 


Triennial General Assembly in the appropriate format and in the 


requisite timescale.  


b) Become involved in the preparation of Resolution(s) in advance of a 


Triennial General Assembly in conjunction with other ISCs. 


 


4  Activities  


 


4.1   The Committee shall engage in the following activities:  


a) Research on Shared Built Heritage, including identifying and 


understanding significant sites globally, and the protection, 


conservation, and management of this heritage 


b) Promotion of Shared Built Heritage.  


c) Encouragement of knowledge and understanding of Shared Built 


Heritage.  


d) Foster the gathering and sharing of diverse professional experience 


and knowledge and developing guidance for ICOMOS on Shared 


Built Heritage considering cultural diversity and sensitivities and in 


cooperation with other ICOMOS Scientific and National Committees.  


e) Foster the awareness raising, appreciation and interpretation of 


Shared Built Heritage. 


f) Support capacity building for Shared Built Heritage conservation, 


management, and valorisation.  


g) Address the needs of new Associate Members and Emerging 


Professionals in developing their specialisation and competence in 


Shared Built Heritage.  


4.2  These aims shall be included and detailed in the forecast ISC Triennial Work 


Plan that the Committee shall prepare to coincide with each triennial 


General Assembly of ICOMOS.  
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5  Membership 


 


5.1  The Committee shall be composed of Expert and Associate Members.  


The Committee shall seek to reflect, in its membership and Bureau, regional 


and cultural diversity in the available expertise in the field of conservation of 


Shared Built Heritage. 


5.2   The Committee may appoint Institutional Members.  


5.3   The Committee may appoint Honorary Members. 


5.4  The Committee may invite a non-ICOMOS Member able to make significant 


contributions to participate in its activities. Invited members have no voting 


rights and they will be encouraged to apply for ICOMOS membership.  


5.5  Applications relating to all categories of membership must be sent to 


ISCSBH with a copy for information to the applicant’s National Committee, 


or where none exists to the International Secretariat. The application to 


include a cover letter/email together with an ISC SBH Application form 


(available from the President, Vice President or Secretary General) and 


additional requested information 


5.6  The Committee shall adopt minimum Criteria for Admission and a 


transparent and well understood methodology for assessing and verifying 


individual competencies and expertise of applicants.  


5.7  In the event of an application for membership being refused by this Scientific 


Committee an applicant shall have a right of appeal to the ICOMOS Board 


(Article 14(b) ICOMOS Statutes)   


5.8  The rights and duties of Members shall be as follows: 


 


(1)  Expert Members 


a) ICOMOS Members experienced and engaged in the areas relevant 


to the objectives of the Committee may apply for Expert Membership, 


either upon personal application or by proposal of the National 


Committee to which they belong. 


b) Expert Members shall be accepted based on their individual profile, 


in particular their knowledge of and / or associations with Shared Built 


Heritage; all Expert Members must be individual members of 


ICOMOS and may remain members so long as they are ICOMOS 


members and meet the International Scientific Committee’s (ISC) 


criteria for participation. 


c) Expert Members have the right to participate in any aspect of the 
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work of the Committee. 


d) Each National Committee should designate one Expert Member as 


voting member. An Institutional Member representative cannot be a 


voting member. 


e) Only the individual Expert Members designated by National 


Committees as voting members may vote at elections of the 


Committee’s Bureau or concerning the amendment of its By-Laws. 


f) When voting on any issues and decisions, other than the election of 


the Bureau or amendment of the Committee’s By-Laws, all Expert 


Members, shall have a vote. 


 


(2)  Associate Members 


a) ICOMOS Members interested in gaining knowledge and building up 


expertise in areas relevant to the objectives of the Committee may 


apply for Associate Membership, either upon personal application or 


proposal by the National Committee to which they belong.  


b) Associate Members shall be accepted in unlimited number. They are 


conditionally accepted for a period of three years, after which time 


their contribution to the Committee will be evaluated in a transparent 


manner.  


The Associate Membership shall then be:  


i. Extended for another similar period of time, with a maximum of 


two such triennial extensions, or  


ii.  Upgraded to Expert Membership, or  


iii.  Rejected based on non-participation or unsatisfactory 


performance.  


c) The Committee will strive to incorporate Associate Members 


participation in its work.  


d) Associate Members do not have voting rights.  


e) When appropriate ISCSBH may ask a National Committee to 


designate one or more Associate Members to help build up particular 


expertise in countries where such a need exists. 


 


(3)  Institutional Members 


a) When in the interests of ICOMOS and of ISCSBH and at ISCSBH’s 


discretion, the category of Institutional Membership may be 


established.  
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b) The Expert Members of ISCSBH may invite an Institution to become 


an Institutional Member of the Committee for one triennium, and the 


membership may be renewed indefinitely for additional three years 


periods. 


c) An Institutional member may designate from its staff one person with 


the required qualifications to be its representative and spokesperson 


in the Committee.  


d) Institutional Members do not have voting rights.  


 


(4)  Honorary Members  


a) Honorary Members may be proposed and elected by the ISCSBH 


Members and may participate in all activities of the Committee. 


b) Honorary Members do not need to be members of ICOMOS and are 


appointed in recognition of the services they already offered to the 


ISC and/or in recognition of outstanding achievement in the field 


covered by the aims and activities of ISCSBH. 


c) Honorary members who are not Expert Members have no voting 


rights. 


d) Honorary Members may use the title: “Honorary Member, ISCSBH”.  


 


6.  The Bureau  


 


1) The Bureau shall be elected by the Expert Members with voting rights and 


shall comprise a President, two Vice Presidents, a Secretary, and, if 


necessary, a Treasurer. Only Expert Members can be elected to the 


Bureau.  


2) Members of the Bureau should represent different countries and wherever 


possible at least three geographic regions.  


3) The role and responsibilities of each Bureau member will be specified and 


agreed upon by the Bureau, which shall lead and guide the work of ISCSBH, 


ensure good governance, represent ISCSBH within ICOMOS and outside, 


while acting in the best interests of and maintaining regular contact with its 


membership.  


4) The term of office for the Bureau shall be three years and members shall be 


eligible for re-election for a maximum of three complete terms.  


5) The Bureau shall be elected at the end of each three-years mandate. Prior 


elections can be undertaken in cases of resignation.  
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6) Elections shall be conducted by Expert Members, appointed by their 


National Committees as voting members, through secret ballot, at an annual 


meeting with provision for proxies, or by postal and electronic means. If an 


election is held by postal and/or electronic means, votes should be collected 


by an independent third party agreed upon by all candidates. If no 


agreement on an independent third party can be reached, the officers of the 


ICOMOS Scientific Council shall be asked to collect the votes. Elections for 


officers shall be verifiable.  


7) In the case of absence of nomination for Bureau, at least three Expert 


Members appointed by their National Committees as voting members, shall 


meet in closed session, either in presence or via electronic conferencing, to 


encourage the nomination of candidates. Such meetings shall be repeated 


every 10 days until nominations have been declared for each Bureau 


position.  


8) The Bureau of the Committee shall:  


a) Register Members to the Committee. 


b) Register Expert Voting Members nominated by National Committees 


to the Committee. 


c) May wish to withdraw the membership of any Expert Member, or 


Associate Member if s/he has been found not to have complied with 


the criteria for participation in relation to the work of the Committee 


as set out by these By-Laws; Should the Bureau wish to withdraw the 


membership of any Expert Member, or Associate Member, the 


Bureau must inform the National or Transnational Committee of that 


Member (or the Bureau of ICOMOS if this ICOMOS member is from 


a country where there is no National Committee). Any Member of the 


ISC affected by the ruling of the Bureau may make an appeal to the 


Board of ICOMOS. Members who have been removed from the roles 


of the Committee may reapply for membership certifying their intent 


to participate actively in the future. 


d) Convene the Committee meetings in designated locations or via 


conference calls or other technologies.  


e) Implement the Committee decisions. 


f) Prepare the Committee's Draft Guidelines for communication, 


election, and reporting for approval by the Committee.  


g) Prepare an Annual Report to be submitted to ISCSBH Members and 


to the Scientific Council of ICOMOS for their consideration and 
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approval. The Scientific Council will advise International Scientific 


Committees of the required format and content of the annual report
1
.  


h) Prepare a triennial work plan, including aims and objectives.  


i) At least one Bureau member must subscribe to the Scientific 


Council’s listserv.  


j) The Bureau shall provide the Scientific Council with any additional 


data or information requested by them, to enable them to carry out 


their annual performance review effectively.  


k) The Bureau shall provide the Scientific Council with information 


concerning any involvement the Committee may have in nominations 


relating to international conventions (inter alia, the Convention 


Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural 


Heritage, the Convention on the Protection of the Underwater 


Cultural Heritage, and the Convention for the Safeguarding of the 


Intangible Cultural Heritage) as well as identifying individual 


members involved in such work.  


l) The Bureau may receive advice and guidance from the Scientific 


Council.  


m) The Bureau shall ensure that duties of maintaining the archival record 


and institutional memory of the Committee are allocated 


appropriately and that appropriate information is disseminated to all 


members of ISCSBH.  


n) The Bureau shall make provision for a Website for ISCSBH and if 


necessary, a listserv. 


 


7  Emerging Professionals  


 


7.1   An Emerging Professional is an individual member of ICOMOS who is a 


student or at an early stage of his/her professional career.  


7.2   Emerging Professionals are recognised within ICOMOS to maintain 


scientific relevance for future generations and to achieve intergenerational 


engagement to secure the organisation's continuity, including through 


 
1 The annual report must contain as a minimum: 


a) The names and contact details of the President and Secretary of the Committee  
b) The number of Committee members in the current and previous year 
c) A summary of the Committee’s activities for the past year, including in particular its annual meeting and any 


conferences or publications. 
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mentorship.  


7.3   An Emerging Professional is an Associate Member and have the same 


rights and obligations of this type of membership.  


7.4   The Committee shall encourage Emerging Professionals to join its work, 


introduce mentorship programmes, and strive towards achieving a 20% 


composition of Emerging Professional Members within the Committee. At 


least one Emerging Professional shall be invited to join the Bureau of the 


Committee as an observer without voting rights.  


7.5   When appropriate the ISCSBH may ask a National Committee to designate 


one or more Emerging Professionals to help build up the particular expertise 


in countries where such a need exists.  


7.6   A member identified by the Committee as an Emerging Professional shall 


cease to be regarded in this category after a period of five years.  


 


8  Criteria for participation  


 


8.1   The Committee shall adopt minimum criteria for participation as a means of 


gauging levels of engagement by Expert and Associated members.  


8.2   Active participation shall mean attendance at Committee meetings and 


Symposia, submission of papers or responses to questionnaires in lieu of 


personal attendance at symposia, undertaking projects on behalf of the 


Committee at the request of the Bureau, representing the Committee in an 


official capacity before other bodies, or making substantial contributions to 


the work of a subcommittee or task group of the Committee.  


8.3   Should a Member not attend three consecutive Annual Meetings of the 


Committee and its Symposia without due cause, and over the same period 


not demonstrate active participation, the Bureau may decide to withdraw the 


membership.  


 


9  Triennial Reviews of the work of International Scientific Committees  


 


9.1   The Committee and its Bureau shall assist the appointees of the Scientific 


Council with the Triennial Review of the Committee’s work under the Eger 


Xi’an Principles and the Malta Guidelines, including provision of additional 


data or interim reports to allow the review to be carried out effectively.  


9.2   The Committee must implement any necessary measures based on 


recommendations of the Triennial Review, if agreed by the Scientific 
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Council, the Advisory Committee or the Board of ICOMOS, or show good 


reason why this should not be done.  


9.3   Cases of persistent non-compliance by this Committee in the Triennial 


Review Process may be referred to the Board of ICOMOS by the Scientific 


Council or the Advisory Committee for corrective action, as it is only for the 


Board of ICOMOS to decide whether to endorse the activities of or to 


dissolve an ISC.  


 


10 Co-operation with other bodies  


 


In pursuance of its aims, the Committee may co-operate with: 


a) International Scientific Committees and National Committees of 


ICOMOS; and 


b) ICOMOS partner-organisations and international bodies aiming at 


achieving what is stipulated in the aims and activities of the 


Committee. In this regard, such partnership arrangements will 


require the approval of the majority of the Expert Members.  


 


11   Meetings  


 


11.1 The Committee shall meet as often as is necessary to conduct its business 


and must meet at least once a year for its scientific and administrative 


agenda. It may hold a maximum of two (2) Extraordinary General Meetings 


should the need arise.  


11.2  If the Committee meets more than once in any year it must designate one 


of those meetings as its Annual General Meeting. Meetings are either in a 


designated location or – following a decision by its membership – organized 


as conference calls or via other technological means.  


11.3  In these meetings, members may vote in accordance with clauses 5.8 (1) 


(e) and 5.8 (1) (f) of these By-Laws. All decisions are decided by a simple 


majority unless specified otherwise in these By-Laws. Electronic 


consultations leading to decisions may also be invoked and decisions made 


in such consultations shall be considered valid. Electronic votes of Expert 


Members in webcasts (or comparable technologies) shall be considered 


valid.  


11.4  The minutes of meetings of the Committee shall be signed by the President 


and put on record by the International Secretariat, as provided for in the 
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ICOMOS Statutes.  


11.5  The Committee shall address their annual activity report and their work 


programmes for the next year to the International Secretariat, for opinion of 


the Advisory Committee and approval by the Board of ICOMOS, as provided 


for in the ICOMOS Statutes.  


 


12  Finances  


 


12.1  Should the Committee require funds to support its activities in a given year, 


the activities of the Committee shall be financed by funds:  


a) allocated by ICOMOS from its annual budget,  


b) obtained by the Committee from international and national 


organisations including ICOMOS National Committees,  


c) obtained by the Committee on its own initiative such as income from 


publications, and  


d) obtained from any other source provided by way of gift, bequest, 


donation, or sponsorship.  


The ISC may ask its members for voluntary contributions to its funds but 


such contributions shall not be a condition of membership.  


12.2 Members of the Committee are generally expected to obtain the funds 


necessary to ensure their participation in its activities, in particular their 


presence at the meetings.  


12.3 The Committee cannot open a bank account in its name.  


12.4 The Committee cannot keep funds of the ISCSBH in a personal account. 


The ICOMOS International Secretariat may set up a special account for this 


Committee as required.  


12.5 Should the ISCSBH have an association with a partner organisation, its 


funds must be held either by ICOMOS or by the partner organisation.  


12.6 The ISCSBH will designate a contact person who may liaise with the 


ICOMOS Accountant at the International Secretariat if necessary, and as 


follows:  


a)   For incoming payments that designated contact person should inform 


the ICOMOS Accountant of a payment which is due so that it can be 


clearly identified and attributed to the appropriate ISC account.  


b)   For outgoing payments, that designated contact person may send 


the International Secretariat the invoices that the Committee wishes 


to settle out of its funds or the bank details for electronic transfers 
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together with information about the purpose of the payment.  


c)   The ICOMOS Accountant may prepare the operation for signature by 


two of the following: the ICOMOS Director General, one of the 


Directors, and the ICOMOS Accountant.  


d)  The International Secretariat will provide the designated contact 


person with detailed records on the Committee’s funds upon request.  


e)   The annual ISCSBH accounts will be listed in the Annual ICOMOS 


audited balance sheet.  


f)   Should ISCSBH be dissolved, any assets or funds held in the 


ICOMOS accounts on its behalf may be attributed to the general 


ICOMOS budget.  


12.7 The Treasurer or the designated contact person shall draw up a budget and 


financial plan to be approved by ISCSBH and maintain an appropriate 


record of all financial transactions for assisting the Accountant of ICOMOS 


in the preparation of the annual audited statement. 


 


13  Accountability  


 


13.1 The Committee cannot make any agreement or carry out an act that could 


create a legally binding obligation for ICOMOS without the authorization of 


the Bureau of ICOMOS.  


13.2 The Committee shall not use the ICOMOS name in relation to its activities 


or agreements unless authorised by the Bureau of ICOMOS.  


 


14   Language  


 


The Committee will use either or both English and French as working languages. 


Use of other languages (such as Spanish) will be encouraged. 


 


15  Secretariat  


 


The Secretariat of the ISC will be located at ICOMOS International, 11 rue du 


Séminaire de Conflans, 94220 Charenton-le-Pont, France.  


 


16   Dispute Settlement  


 


16.1 Any dispute arising out of the interpretation of these By-Laws shall be 
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resolved by way of Referral to the ICOMOS Scientific Council. There will 


also be a right of appeal to the Board of ICOMOS from a decision of the 


Scientific Council.  


16.2 The Referral shall be governed by the ICOMOS Statutes, Rules of 


Procedure, the Eger- Xi'an Principles, the Malta Guidelines, and the Ethical 


Principles, provided always that nothing in these By-Laws shall be 


interpreted in any way that might be inconsistent with the realisation of the 


aims of the Committee.  


 


17  Amendment  


 


17.1 Proposals for the amendment of these By-laws shall be made by the voting 


of Expert Members designated by National Committees as voting members 


at a Meeting with proxies, and/or by postal and electronic ballot. All By-Laws 


revisions shall be submitted through the Scientific Council for the approval 


of the Board of ICOMOS.  


17.2 Any agenda item for amendment of these By-Laws, which is to be discussed 


and resolved by the Committee, shall be submitted to all Expert Members, 


to the Scientific Council and the Board of ICOMOS at least ninety (90) days 


before the date of its discussion.  
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WG 8 – ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS 


 


Online Seminars promoted by “our world heritage” 
 


https://www.ourworldheritage.org/event_calendar/ 
 


 


 



https://www.ourworldheritage.org/event_calendar/





Agenda Workshop CULTURAL HERITAGE AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
 


 
  


 


 


 


Workshop on Cultural Heritage and Impact Assessment 
 


June 15, 2021, 14 – 16 CET Paris summertime (13 – 15 BST London summertime)  


 
- Agenda - 


________________________________________ 
 


Tuesday, June 15th 2021 


We invite you to a collective reflection on the diverse impact of cultural heritage and a discussion of the Ho-
listic Heritage Impact Assessment Model developed under the Horizon 2020 funded SoPHIA project. 


14:00 – 14:15 Welcome and introductions • Rob Mark | Coordinator of the Learning Cities 
Network, PASCAL International Observatory / Uni-
versity of Glasgow, UK 


14:15 – 14:30 Introduction to SoPHIA • Mercedes Giovinnazo | Director of Interarts, 
Spain 


14:30 – 14:45 Presentation of the Holistic Cultural 
Heritage Impact Assessment draft 
model 


• Mauro Baioni | Researcher, Roma Tre University, 
Italy 


14:45 – 15:00 Group discussion • Moderated by Rob Mark 


15:00 – 15:25 Presentation of the BLUEMED project 
as case study (Underwater Natural 
and Cultural Heritage) 


• Elia Vlachou | Researcher, European Museum 
Academy, Greece  


15:25 – 15:50 Group discussion • Moderated by Henrik Zipsane| Director, Euro-
pean Museum Academy, Sweden 


15:50 – 16:00 Next steps and closing session • Rob Mark 


• Henrik Zipsane  


 
 
Click here to join the meeting on Teams. 
 
 







China 
 


Side Event on Maritime Silk Road at 44th WHC (July 18, online) 


Maritime Silk Road Heritage Conservation and Research Time: July 18, 15:30-17:00 (GET 
+8)  


The side event will introduce accomplishments of conservation and research on the 
Maritime Silk Road heritage sites in China. It will also promote the discussion about the 
possible approaches to transnational cooperation of Maritime Silk Road heritage. 
Topics in the side event will be focused on thematic frameworks. Key experts on MSR, such 
as Tim Williams and Tim Winter, will be presenting holistic approach to the transnational 
cooperation, while a Chinese speaker Liu Xiaoming will show recent studies of Chinese 
maritime heritage sites. To the end of the seminar, a few representatives from countries 
along the MSR will deliver comments and suggestions.  


Speakers: Tim Williams, Tim Winter, Liu Xiaoming 
Discussants: Hwajong Lee, Jun Kimura, Nia Ridwan, Shikha Jain Moderator: Haiming Yan 
Distinguished guests: Jing Feng, Song Xinchao, Chai Xiaoming  


Agenda  


1, Introduction 
2, Speeches by distinguished guests (Song Xinchao from NACH China, Jing Feng from WHC, 
Chai Xiaoming from CACH) 
3, Three keynote presentations (15 min each)  


- Tim Williams: The character of the MSR and priorities for the conservation of the heritage 
sites  


- Liu Xiaoming: Maritime Silk Road: Transmit Cultural Tradition and Promote Civilization 
Exchange  


- Tim Winter: Maritime heritage diplomacy, connected histories 
4, Comments and discussions (Hwajong Lee, Jun Kimura, Nia Ridwan, Shikha Jain, etc.)  


5, Concluding remarks  


Zoom link:  


https://dooyle.zoom.us/j/82411545417?pwd=WlJNR0tDMEcvWnoxc3dZZ1JteVBFQT09 ID: 
824 1154 5417 
Password: 462010  


English-Chinese simultaneous interpretation will be provided.  


Organizer, National Cultural Heritage Administration of China 
Co-organizers: City Alliance for Maritime Silk Road Heritage Conservation, Chinese Academy 







of Cultural Heritage 
Supported by: ICOMOS China  


 
  







Portugal – Online Conference 
 
 


 
 







Malaysia 
 


9 July 2021, 10:00am  
Webinar: Experience on Malacca UNESCO WHS sharing by  Rosli Hj Nor, ICOMOS M’sia 
ISCSBH  
With this year celebration on 13th years - recognition of UNESCO listing for Malacca, Rosli 
Hj Nor shares with us on historical facts, the up and down of Malacca, process of getting 
through towards UNESCO listing, the warning notices received by Malacca government 
due to adjacent new developments that may impact the OUV of Malacca. By and large, 
stakeholders are happy will the good impacts despite some negative impacts to life of 
residents living at Malacca resulting from tourism 
 
For more webinar, refer to link  
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=402951564402802&ref=watch_permalink 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 July 2021, 5:00pm  
ICOMOS Malaysia New Village Working Group  
Over half a million villagers were relocated/ resettled in over 450 New Villages between 
1948-1960 following the Briggs Plan - part of a comprehensive counter-insurgency 
strategy in Malaya. The formation of New Villages not only changed the entire rural 
landscape of Malaya in 1950s, it also marked the beginning of the implementation of 
town and village planning in Malaya, introducing health and safety concepts and a more 
civic-minded nation towards Independence. On 10 March 2021, The ICOMOS Malaysia 
Board had approved the formation of a New Village Working Group consisting of ICOMOS 
MALAYSIA members and invited specialists from various disciplines. 
 
ICOMOS Malaysia Representatives (7) 
Ar. Dr. Goh Ai Tee (Chairperson), Ar. Tiong Kian Boon, Faisal Abd Rahman, Dr. Gwynn 
Jenkins, Rosli Haji Nor, TPr. Afzal Hj Azhari & Ar Ahmad Najib Ariffin 
Invited Specialists (8): 


  



https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=402951564402802&ref=watch_permalink





Dato’ Ir Fong Tian Yong, Dr. Francis Loh Kok Wah, Teoh Chee Keong, Dr. Lee Kam Hing, 
Dr. Ong Siew Kian, Dr. Tan Teng Phee, Dr. Keith Tan Kay Hin, Dr Wu Ming Chu & Ar. 
Anthony Too Kar Kiat 
 
Ever since the 'Complex Past, Diverse Futures: Malaysian New Villages' webinar that took 
place on 17 April 2021, the NVWG has been busy as ever. They are currently studying the 
possibility of UNESO listing, looking at the following new villages as case studies: 


 Chuang New Village, Rasa, Selangor, Malaysia 
 Sungai Jarom New Village, Jenjarom, Selangor, Malaysia 
 Cha'ah New Village, Segamat, Johor, Malaysia 
 Macap Baru New Village & Macap Umboo New Village, Melaka, Malaysia 
 Kopisan New Village, Kinta, Perak, Malaysia 
 Coldsetam New Village, Batang Padang, Perak, Malaysia 


 
For more enquiry, please contact newvillageworkinggrop@gmail.com, attention to Ar Dr 
Goh Ai Tee 
 
25 April 2021, 10:00am  
Webinar: organized by Perekabandar Urban Talk #5  
KL Identity and Heritage at the Crossroads: The plight of Convent Bukit Nanas 
 
"Heritage Schools in shaping the 'KL Identity' by Dr Ar Goh Ai Tee 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2yC_OjlCEE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Volunteer Reviewer under the World Monuments Watch collaboration with ICOMOS 
Our ICOMOS Malaysia ISCSBH member, Ar. Ahmad Najib Ariffin volunteer as reviewer for 
the two sites by the World Monuments Fund under the World Monuments Watch 
collaboration with ICOMOS. The two sites are: 


1. Sumba Island traditional Matualang Village/houses, Indonesia 
2. Platteklip Washhouses historic precinct, Cape Town, South Africa 


 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Mentor to ICOMOS EPWG 
Our ICOMOS Malaysia ISCSBH member, Ar  Ahmad Najib Ariffin also being a mentor to 
an Emerging Professional Working Group member, a young Architect from India 


 



mailto:newvillageworkinggrop@gmail.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2yC_OjlCEE





Saudi Arabia 
 


22 April 2021 - life time award 
 
Congratulation to ICOMOS Saudi Arabia ISCSBH member, Prof Dr Hisham Mortada, for 
receiving a life time award for his contribution to the Heritage built environment in Saudi 
Arabia under the patronage of HRH the Crown Prince 
 
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/abdulelah-alsheikh_i-would-like-to-congratulate-my-
dear-friend-activity-6790172121256615936-JCdP/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 



https://www.linkedin.com/posts/abdulelah-alsheikh_i-would-like-to-congratulate-my-dear-friend-activity-6790172121256615936-JCdP/

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/abdulelah-alsheikh_i-would-like-to-congratulate-my-dear-friend-activity-6790172121256615936-JCdP/





 


 
  


 


Philippines 
 
31 July 2021, 14LBangkok, GMT+7) via zoom 
 
ICOMOS Malaysia ISCSBH member Dr. Gwynn Jenkins shares with us an upcoming 
webinar organized by SEACHA with titled “Shared Spaces, Shared Heritage: Colonial 
Period Open Spaces in the Philippines” presented by Michael F. Manalo & Paulo 
Alcazaren. It the topic is also related to our interest, we decide to share with ALL so you 
any of you are interested to participate on the webinar, may register 
at  http://bit.ly/ChaTime8 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 



https://thesiamsociety.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=4e7daf706faab6546fcca095a&id=058702da79&e=104aea4818





 
 
 
https://www.publico.pt/2021/04/21/edicoes-publico/noticia/publico-promove-curso-
patrimonios-contestados-acabar-algazarra-1959533 


PÚBLICO promove curso “Patrimónios Contestados” para acabar com a “algazarra” 


Nem sempre a descolonização política significa descolonização cultural e ainda existe muita 


falta de informação acerca dos patrimónios históricos e culturais. A reflexão é lançada numa 


série de sessões online a partir de 28 de Abril, sob coordenação da cátedra UNESCO em 


Diálogo Intercultural em Patrimónios de Influência Portuguesa, da Universidade de Coimbra. 


PÚBLICO 


21 de Abril de 2021, 20:18 


Como agir para preservar o património edificado pelos portugueses em África, Goa (Índia), 


ou noutras paragens por esse mundo fora? Qual a realidade de outros estados 


colonizadores? Se os países onde se encontra esse património são os legítimos 


proprietários, que palavra tem a dizer quem os construiu? E o que fazer quando os antigos 


colonizados reclamam de volta o património (obras de arte, por exemplo) levado para as 


então metrópoles? O debate em torno dos vários patrimónios poucas vezes vê a luz do dia 


da opinião pública e, quando isso acontece, os argumentos são, muitas vezes, extremados. 


Para alargar o debate à sociedade civil e descodificar alguma da discussão académica em 


redor deste tema, o PÚBLICO franqueia a janela da discussão sobre os “Patrimónios 


Contestados” (as inscrições estão abertas a todos os interessados). Um curso 


totalmente online de abordagem aos patrimónios históricos e culturais, da responsabilidade 


da Cátedra UNESCO Patrimónios da Universidade de Coimbra. 



https://www.publico.pt/2021/04/21/edicoes-publico/noticia/publico-promove-curso-patrimonios-contestados-acabar-algazarra-1959533

https://www.publico.pt/2021/04/21/edicoes-publico/noticia/publico-promove-curso-patrimonios-contestados-acabar-algazarra-1959533

https://www.publico.pt/2018/11/23/culturaipsilon/noticia/portugal-nao-ha-listagens-obras-arte-devolver-antigas-colonias-1852133

https://www.publico.pt/2018/11/23/culturaipsilon/noticia/portugal-nao-ha-listagens-obras-arte-devolver-antigas-colonias-1852133

https://www.publico.pt/academiap/curso-patrimonio

https://www.publico.pt/academiap/curso-patrimonio

https://www.publico.pt/academiap/curso-patrimonio/inscricao

https://www.publico.pt/academiap/curso-patrimonio

https://www.publico.pt/academiap/curso-patrimonio

https://www.publico.pt/academiap/curso-patrimonio





Ao longo das oito sessões que arrancam no dia 28 de Abril (e terminam a 14 de Julho), os 


participantes terão a oportunidade de ouvir o resultado das investigações/reflexões feitas 


por alguns dos mais proeminentes especialistas nacionais e internacionais na matéria. Após 


cada exposição temática dos docentes convidados, e de acordo com as questões levantadas 


pelos “alunos”, segue-se o tão desejado debate. “Com mais informação, este tipo de 


discussões tornam-se mais ricas e conduzem a conclusões mais sensatas”, 


explica Walter Rossa, professor catedrático do Departamento de Arquitectura da 


Universidade de Coimbra (UC) e titular da Cátedra UNESCO em Diálogo Intercultural em 


Patrimónios de Influência Portuguesa. 


 


 



https://www.publico.pt/2014/06/12/culturaipsilon/noticia/coloquio-em-coimbra-debate-os-patrimonios-de-influencia-portuguesa-no-mundo-1639639

https://www.publico.pt/2014/06/12/culturaipsilon/noticia/coloquio-em-coimbra-debate-os-patrimonios-de-influencia-portuguesa-no-mundo-1639639
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WG1- DISCUSSION ON SBH 


 
A lot has been said and written about the notion and the limits of "shared" (may be too much!) and 


the risk of repeating concepts, telling the same stories and banalities exists. There is the possibility of 


getting bored of hearing the same question again and again, which is certainly not our position, but it 


is a risk to deal with!  


Actually, we are facing a challenging situation: establishing the common basis of our SBH committee. 


At this time – with the pandemic that is forcing us to an artificial distance that is very unnatural for us 


- it seems significant to address formally what we would have discussed on a pleasant evening during 


one of our study trips.  


Although we are not the oldest international scientific committee of ICOMOS, our committee now has 


a long history, and it would be a real shame lose this memory in order to save and improve it. We are 


therefore taking advantage of the impossibility of focusing our interests on a specific territory (which 


would have been the destination of our annual study trip) to look at more general documents.  


For next autumn, we are proposing a virtual meeting (sic!) to exchange on the documents that the 


committee has produced over the years. Let us try - with the help of those who have been involved in 


the team - to retrace the path of our committee and the documents we inherit.  


Alongside this activity, we are proposing the reading of the most significant texts produced by ICOMOS 


to identify the points that deal with the issue of Shared Built Heritage.  


In this way, we want to enhance the work that has been done in recent years to understand our 


common position, with the purpose of continuing the work using and enhancing the heritage we have 


collected.  


Therefore, we propose a virtual meeting, for Friday 19 November 2021 2:00PM GMT. 


  


  


  







Forecast program:  


 


ISCSBH - webinar “sense and state of the art” 


- The “story” of ISCSBH - history of the committee and its products  


 Interviews with the members of ISCBSH 


 Analytical reading of documents 


 


- Position of the "shared" in official ICOMOS (and UNESCO?) documents 


 What is there, where and how, in the various papers and products of the two 


institutions during their lifetime? 


 


- Shared heritage in the WHC UNESCO List   


 Which elements are inscribed as shared on the World Heritage List? 
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WG9- CLIMATE CHANGE 


ICOMOS ISCSBH Focus Point on Climate Change Reboot – Preservation of Built Shared 


Heritage in Delta River Cities  


Cultural heritage management, especially in Delta River City-Regions is a key factor to 


preserve historical and cultural identity as well as touristic attractivity of these places that 


have since long time served as commercial crossroads and cultural melting pots. For instance, 


Macao ”bears witness to one of the earliest and longest- lasting encounters between China 


and the West, based on the vibrancy of international trade” (UNESCO). Monuments and 


cultural heritage such as former Sun Yat-Sen dwelling have been through important 


restauration efforts to mitigate erosion and salt water intrusion problems.  


“The Future of Our Pasts: Engaging Cultural Heritage in Climate Action - published in 2019 by 


the ICOMOS Climate Change and Heritage Working Group (CCHWG) defines “Heritage as 


Climate Action Asset”. We think both urban development and built cultural heritage are 


extremely vulnerable to climate change. Therefore we propose ”Preservation of Shared Built 


Heritage in Delta River Cities & Climate Change Mitigations” as the main triennal theme of 


our ISCBSH Climate Change Reboot program.  


Recently ICOMOS was selected as official partner of the New European Bauhaus Initiative. 


Launched by the President of the European Commission Ursula von der Leyen in September 


2020, the New European Bauhaus aims at bringing the European Green Deal closer to citizens 


and their living spaces by bridging the world of science and technology with the world of art 


and culture. In this initiative, ICOMOS is committed to including cultural heritage as an 


integral part of the #NewEuropeanBauhaus.  


ISCSBH scientific committee proposes to organize its Climate Change Reboot program within 


3 major axes/events in 2021, 2022 and 2023.  







ISCSBH 2021-2023 Triennial Scientific Seminars Program Proposal: 


 


On three-year basis, the first draft of seminars/webinars of TSP Climate Change Reboot is 


as follows:  


             1st Session: October/November/December 2021   


             Title theme proposal: 
Vulnerability of shared heritage buildings in delta river cities to climate change, 
example of Pearl River Delta including Macao, Canton & Hong Kong 
Webinar & Online Presentation to be organized by the presidency and secretary of 
ICOMOS ISCSBH ICOMOS members and heritage preservation institutions of delta 
river cities will be invited to join the seminar. Due to current COVID-19 pandemic 
situation, the first triennial meeting will be proposed online (with an option to 
organize an on-site visit in” Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area” in 2022 
when travel restrictions will be possible for this type of venue?)  


2nd Session: AGA 2022, Thailand, 1/2-day round-table discussion 


Following the launch of the 2021 webinar, a round-table discussion will be organized 


at the occasion of ICOMOS AGA 2022 in Thailand (date and location to be 


confirmed). The round-table discussion is intended to include a dozen heritage 


experts and professionals from major estuaries and river cities in the world.  


3rd Session: GA September 2023, Sydney, Australia, 1/2-day parallel session 


ICOMOS 20th General Assembly and Scientific Symposium will be held in Sydney in 


September 2023. Based on the two previous sessions, ISCSBH will propose a half-day 


parallel session on the theme, open to all ICOMOS members and scientific 


committees. This side event can be useful to exchange with colleagues from New 


European Bauhaus Initiative in European section and Asian Pacific countries 


initiatives etc.  
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WG10-EMERGING PROFESSIONALS 


 


Meeting the SBH Emerging Professionals 


 


On July 5th, a meeting was held by some of the newly welcomed Emerging Professionals 


(EP) within ICOMOS ISC for Shared Build Heritage (SBH). A recent decision, taken by the 


ISCSBH board to enlarge the Emerging Professionals group to the age of 35, paved the 


way for these young researchers to showcase their areas of interest and, above all, to truly 


reflect the manifold conceptualizations of ‘shared heritage’.  With diverse backgrounds in 


geographies such as Nigeria, China, Morocco, Philippines, Algeria, and Portugal, the new 


emerging professionals bring an exciting interest and insight in diverse topics, ranging 


from urban history, colonial and post-colonial architectures, monuments and 


nationalising of space, urban and architectural identities, to the heritage of diaspora 


communities.  


Indeed, the strength of the Emerging Professionals is understanding the challenges faced 


by young professionals and academics, particularly as many are part of national 


committees that may not always reflect their geographies of work or of affinity. These 


challenges of working in dispersed settings are exacerbated by the difficulties in crafting 


a professional career in a moving and expanding field of heritage. As mentioned by Rania 


Mechiche, one of the EP at the meeting, the “[…] purpose of the ISCHB Emerging 


Professionals initiative is to attract a new generation of Shared Built Heritage 


conservation practitioners into our International Scientific Committee […]”. The aim is 


clear: to contribute to the vibrancy and impact of the ISCSBH, while fostering a space for 


young professionals to thrive.   


As a recently established group, the Emerging Professionals are looking into becoming a 


worldwide network, eager to promote and organize events, share training opportunities 


and initiatives, engage both emerging professionals and academics, as well as discuss, 







support, and promote the ICOMOS and ISCSBH tenets.  The next steps to be taken are 


centred on three core aspects: 


The first is on information sharing and career building. For Emerging Professionals, it is 


vital to be at the forefront of the latest discussions related to shared built heritage. One of 


the ideas put forth is to organize a series of short webinars, allowing final year Master’s 


and PhD students to practice giving their thesis/ dissertation defence and receive 


constructive feedback from a friendly, knowledgeable audience. The Emerging 


Professionals will create a space where career building and employment opportunities 


can be advertised. There is great interest to collaborate in research and in publications, 


to disseminate opportunities for young scholars to grow (post-doc and project 


opportunities, fieldwork, consultancy), to co-publish research papers, and to get involved 


with ISCSBH summer schools, as well as other training activities or study trips. 


Second is events. There is much interest to create and keep updated a database of events 


and projects relevant to topics on shared built heritage and to promote ICOMOS 


initiatives. Some of these events include the future ISC-SBH Symposium in 2023; 


resuming the webinar series; and possibly co-organizing a multi-scientific committee 


webinar with support from the Emerging Professionals Working Group (EPWG), 


following the 2021 theme of “Complex Pasts, Diverse Futures”.  


And third, the network. To conceptualize the Emerging Professionals as a network entails 


fostering connections, strengthening the relation between ICOMOS members and 


disseminating actions. This will be possible with the creation of a database of shared built 


heritage researchers, academic institutions, and labs. The network will be a way to bring 


more visibility to career paths and research themes. One suggestion is to conduct 


triannual interviews with shared built heritage experts, publishing these interviews in 


written form or as a podcast.  Furthermore, there is great interest to engage in social 


media and to promote training, volunteering, and mentoring for shared built heritage 


conservation and interpretation. One of the outcomes of the meeting was indeed to create 


social media profiles, or make the existing ones more visible, including on Facebook, 


YouTube, Instagram, and LinkedIn. Plans were also drafted for a Twitter presence, and to 


create a discussion forum.  


The Emerging Professionals at ISCSBH will be the first point of contact for students and 


young researchers, serving also as a platform to help scholars navigate the rhythms and 


structures of ICOMOS. The relation between the Emerging Professionals on shared built 


heritage and the broader network of ICOMOS also took a step forward with the 


nomination of a representative to ICOMOS EPWG – Mariana Pinto Leitão Pereira (ICOMOS 


Portugal), from the Macanese ethnic minority (Macau SAR China) and a PhD candidate at 


the University of Cambridge working on the heritage of diaspora communities. For the 


ISCSBH, having a representative at the EPWG is an exciting opportunity for stronger 


collaboration with the Emerging Professionals of the various ISC and Working Groups, a 


strong step towards the intersection of agendas, knowledge, and experiences.  


The meetings of the Emerging Professionals on Shared Built Heritage are planned to be 


carried out bi-monthly, with the next one to take place in September. The Zoom link will 


be sent out to the EP after a date is decided.  







 


At its core, shared built heritage deals with the transcultural and transnational legacies of 


movements and encounters – of those we seek to forget or to remember, to pass on to future 


generations or to make invisible. As young professionals, we will work towards mutual 


respect, reparative justice, and communal growth through the lens of shared heritage.      


 


Mariana and the Emerging Professionals on Shared Built Heritage, namely Feriel Baya 


Allal (from Algeria), Rania Mechiche (from Algeria), Shabing Wu (from China), Ying Xu 


(from China), Samson Olaoluwa Faboye (from Nigeria), Nikolay Lavrentyev (from 


Russia), Yasmine Bellouch (from Morocco), and Claudia Isabelle Montero (from the 


Philippines).   


July 2021 


 


 


 







